The European Extremely Large Telescope project (E-ELT) is one of Europe's highest priorities in ground-based astronomy. ELTs are built on top of a variety of highly sensitive and critical astronomical instruments. In particular, a new instrument called MOSAIC has been proposed to perform multi-object spectroscopy using the Multi-Object Adaptive Optics (MOAO) technique. The core implementation of the simulation lies in the intensive computation of a tomographic reconstructor (TR), which is used to drive the deformable mirror in realtime from the measurements. A new numerical algorithm is proposed (1) to capture the actual experimental noise and (2) to substantially speed up previous implementations by exposing more concurrency, while reducing the number of floating-point operations. Based on the Matrices Over Runtime System at Exascale numerical library (MORSE), a dynamic scheduler drives all computational stages of the tomographic reconstructor simulation and allows to pipeline and to run tasks out-oforder across different stages on heterogeneous systems, while ensuring data coherency and dependencies. The proposed TR simulation outperforms asymptotically previous state-of-the-art implementations up to 13-fold speedup. At more than 50000 unknowns, this appears to be the largest-scale AO problem submitted to computation, to date, and opens new research directions for extreme scale AO simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Adaptive Optics (AO) is an instrumental technique used on astronomical telescopes to compensate in real time for the effects of atmospheric turbulence on image quality [1] . At the heart of state-of-the-art AO are large, dense, symmetric linear algebra problems, including the generation of a massive covariance matrix, the formation of its Cholesky factors, Cholesky-based matrix inversion, and symmetric matrix-matrix multiplication. There is a direct impact on the quality of the observations from the size of the operations that can be accommodated and the speed at which they can be executed; hence AO is a severe test of accelerated schemes for dense linear algebra and excellent opportunity for demonstration of codesign of algorithms and scientific hardware. This contribution employs a dynamic scheduler and a multi-GPU implementa-tion to illuminate the path towards a real-time system that can transform a new telescope project.
The European Southern Observatory (ESO) is leading the construction of the European Extremely Large Telescope (E-ELT), a 39m diameter telescope, to provide Europe with the biggest eye on the universe ever built [2] . A number of key technological developments for the E-ELT instrumentation have been identified during the initial design studies as top priorities for the European astronomical community. Among these, several are related to AO.
MOSAIC [3] is a concept for a Multi-Objects Integral-field Spectrograph (MOS, multi-IFU), proposed as a first generation instrument for the E-ELT and designed to fully exploit the Field of View (FoV) of 7 to 10 arcminutes provided at the telescope focal plane at a resolution much better than astronomical seeing through the coupling of an innovative AO concept called Multi-Objects (MO) AO to the concept of multi-objects instrument. It is a merger of the EAGLE [4] and OPTIMOS-EVE [5] phase A projects. The primary science cases of MOSAIC address key questions related to galaxy evolution over cosmic time and require observations of the most distant galaxies to study their formation and evolution. These objects are small islands of interest on the sky distributed across rather large fields of view and it is thus mandatory to be able to observe a large number of objects in parallel in the largest FoV possible to achieve a sufficient statistic for a reasonable observing time. The MOS design is based on the principle of collecting light over small patches across a larger FoV and the MOAO technique aims at providing turbulence compensation for these small patches only, through the tomographic reconstruction of the turbulence distribution.
MOAO is probably the most complex AO concept proposed for the E-ELT [6] and simulating the instrument at full scale is extremely compute-intensive. One of the core components of the simulation, the tomographic reconstructor (TR), is also used for real-time operations of the system and its efficient computation is thus one of the major challenges for the design of the instrument. In particular, it requires the inversion of a large (typically 100k x 100k) dense covariance matrix as fast as possible so as to: (1) simulate a large number of instrument configurations to lead comprehensive design trade-off studies, and (2) be as efficient as possible to compensate for turbulence because of the varying atmospheric conditions.
In this paper, we present a novel numerical linear algebra algorithm to compute the TR for MOAO. We first use some empirical assumptions on the system to regularize the illconditioned problem described in a previous study [7] . This regularization renders the system more stable numerically and therefore allows to fully exploit the symmetry and the positive-definiteness of the covariance matrix. Indeed, we apply the Cholesky-based matrix inversion algorithm, which not only performs less floating-point operations than the pseudoinversion based on matrix diagonalization using a symmetric eigenvalue solver (as discussed in [7] ) but also exposes more parallelism. The TR is finally obtained by a symmetric matrixmatrix multiplication between a generated input matrix from the system and the inverted covariance matrix.
By using the Matrices Over Runtime System at Exascale numerical library (MORSE) [8], a dynamic runtime system called StarPU [9] drives all aforementioned computational stages of the TR simulation and allows to pipeline and run tasks out-of-order across different stages on shared-memory heterogeneous systems (x86 and hardware accelerators), while ensuring data coherency and dependencies.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section II highlights the contributions of the paper. Section III recalls the novel MOAO approach. Section IV provides related research works. Section V presents the new mathematical model for simulating the MOAO technique. Section VI describes the numerical library MORSE based on tile algorithms associated with the StarPU dynamic runtime system. Section VII shows the parallel implementation of the overall TR simulation, which includes five major computational steps. Section VIII showcases the performance results on x86 multicore system with multi-GPUs. Also, performance comparisons are depicted against the existing state-of-the-art TR implementations [7] . Section IX analyses the output of the pseudo-anaytical model with the different TR implementations. Finally, Section X summarizes the results of this paper and presents the ongoing work.
II. CONTRIBUTIONS
Our contributions are four-fold and will strongly impact the computational astronomy community. Knowing that computing the tomographic reconstructor is the most time-consuming component of the MOAO instrument simulation: 1) We regularize the numerically unstable TR construction problem by accounting for the natural noise from the WFS, which renders the concerned matrix an invertibly symmetric positive definite. We then propose a new numerical linear algorithm based on the covariance matrix inversion using Cholesky factorization to compute TR. 2) We operate the whole tomographic reconstructor computation using tile algorithms, which exposes more concurrency compared to previous approach and therefore, maximizes advantage of available computational resources on the system, both x86 multicore and multi-GPUs.
3) We pipeline the four computational stages of the TR construction as explained in section VII. For that purpose, we employ the dynamic runtime system StarPU in the context of MORSE library and express the simulation as a flow execution of tasks thanks to a productive data-driven programming model. The tasks are then scheduled in an out-of-order fashion by aggressively following a critical path in the composed directed acyclic graph (DAG). This is the first time, to our knowledge, that such programming model associated with a dynamic scheduler is used in computational astronomy. 4) We compute the tomographic reconstructor not only at an unprecedented scale, which opens new research horizons, but also by an order of magnitude (13X) faster than existing state-of-the-art implementations.
III. THE MULTI-OBJECT ADAPTIVE OPTICS TECHNIQUE
Adaptive optics (AO) is an instrumental technique for the correction of dynamically evolving aberrations in an optical system. It is used on telescopes to compensate, in real-time, for the effect of atmospheric turbulence, providing a significant improvement in resolution (up to a factor 40 for a 40m telescope), especially in the near-infrared (NIR). Such an optical system is generally composed of one or several wave front sensors (WFS) used to measure the distortions introduced by the turbulence, a real-time controller (RTC) which using these measurements computes and sends commands to one or several deformable mirrors (DM) that compensate for these distortions before sending the light to the science instrument.
A WFS uses the light from a guide source bright enough to ensure an accurate measurement of the turbulence induced distortions. In the case of cosmological fields, the distant galaxies are much too faint to serve as guide sources for the AO system WFS. Moreover, because atmospherical turbulence develops in a thick layer above the ground (typically between 0 and 15km), measuring its impact over a large FoV can be performed by probing several directions in the volume defined by the size of the telescope, the size of the FoV, the pointing direction and the thickness of the turbulent layer. This process is called turbulence tomography and requires measurement from several WFS pointing in different directions across the FoV. Star density tends to be rather low in cosmological fields and it is necessary to create artificial guide stars at various positions across the FoV by the backscattering of a laser beam on the Sodium layer of the mesosphere (90km).
In the MOAO concept, a mixture of natural and laser guide stars (LGS) is used to perform tomographic measurement and a dedicated Tomographic Reconstructor (TR) is used to compute the correction to be applied, targeted on the directions specified by the positions of the science objects in the FoV. The TR computation depends on the turbulence distribution profile in the volume defined by the science FoV. This profile is evolving with time and regular measurements of the actual profile have thus to be performed. Moreover, to ensure adequate turbulence compensation, the TR has to be as regularly as possible updated to follow the turbulence evolution. This puts strong computational constraints on both the scale of the numerical simulations for design trade-off studies and the realtime operations of the final system.
IV. RELATED WORK
There are two ways of simulating AO systems: either through Monte Carlo time-domain end-to-end simulations ( [10] , [11] , [12] or [13] ) including physical models of the turbulence, the telescope and all the sub-components of the AO system or through Fourier domain analysis ( [14] , [15] ). Both simulation schemes require the computation of a TR. In most cases, the authors do not describe the computing libraries they use to compute the TR from which we infer that they use available standard libraries.
Beyond the computation of the TR alone, the Monte Carlo scheme is a complex multi-physics iterative simulation process which is not directly comparable to our pseudo-analytical approach in terms of time to solution performance. These approaches require thousands of iterations to simulate few seconds of observations and require several seconds per frame [12] . Our approach is similar to the Fourier domain analysis in this respect, as we simulate in one shot several minutes of observations and the most compute-intensive part of our simulation is the computation of the TR. However, staying in the spatial domain allows us to take into account most of the significant factors that impact AO performance while the Fourier domain analysis is limited by the number of assumptions required to model the power spectral density of the various error terms. For instance, the finite size of the telescope or cone effect for LGS cannot be handled intrinsically [12] . In that sense, and to our knowledge, our pseudo-analytical approach in the spatial domain using highly optimized numerical libraries is unique as it provides accurate image quality assessment comparable to end-to-end simulations output with minimum time to solution comparable (or faster than) Fourier domain analysis.
Furthermore, previous implementations of the Choleskybased matrix inversion have been demonstrated on homogeneous x86 multicore [16] as well as on limited number of GPUs [17] . Besides having an additional computational stages (DSYMM) for simulating the TR, we use the StarPU runtime which executes tasks on CPU and GPUs simultaneously to solve large scale problem.
V. A NEW MATHEMATICAL MODEL

A. Estimation of the tomographic reconstruction error
We follow an approach validated on sky on the CANARY experiment [18] : the TR is used to retrieve the wavefront that a virtual sensor would measure when looking at a source located on a given scientific target and called truth sensor (TS). The TR is used as a linear operator between a vector of measurements from the different WFS and a vector of commands to apply to the DM in the science channel. As finding this reconstructor is an inverse problem, the optimal reconstructor is estimated using a minimal mean square error (MMSE) approach, relying on priors on turbulence parameters (Kolmogorov assumption, global Fried parameter, turbulence strength profile, wind speed profile, etc) in order to constrain it and provide regularization.
If we call t the measurements of the TS and v the voltages applied on the DM, we can calibrate an interaction matrix D by soliciting each actuator of the DM one by one:
and we can control the DM from the TS measurements using
where D † is the generalized inverse of D, possibly with some filtered modes.
The tomographic error vector e, as measured by a noiseless TS, would be
where R is the TR used to drive the DM. Given a particular reconstructor, we can thus compute the covariance matrix C ee ∈ R t×t of e as follows:
where C mm ∈ R m×m stands for the covariance matrix between all the measurements of all the WFS of the instrument, C tm ∈ R t×m is the covariance matrix between the measurements of the TS and all the other WFS measurements, C tt ∈ R t×t is the covariance matrix between the measurements of the TS. R ∈ R t×m is the tomographic reconstructor with t the number of measurements from the TS (of the order of 10k in the case of the E-ELT) and m the number of tomographic measurements generated by the system, typically 10 × t.
The structure function of the phase tomographic error D tomo (ρ) can then be deduced from the statistical covariance matrix of the DM actuators, C vv ∈ R v×v which is computed using
with C ee given in Eq. 4 and D † explained at Eq. 2. C vv contains all the compensation residuals the system missed because of the limited accuracy of the tomographic measurement and reconstruction process. It is the main term of the MOAO system error budget and depends on the actual turbulence conditions. It is expressed in the DM space with modes (the actuators influence functions -IF) describing the phase of the electromagnetic field in the pupil plane of the instrument. Using a model of the DM actuators IF, and combining the corresponding structure function with structure functions obtained for other typical sources of errors (DM limited sampling of the turbulence, aliasing, system delay, etc.) it is thus possible to estimate the image quality obtained for given turbulence conditions and a given TR. It has been shown, for instance in [19] , that the Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) tomographic reconstructor can be written as:
where index 0 stands for the dependency on the turbulent conditions which are different from the conditions of Eq. 4.
In the case of the E-ELT, C mm is an extremely large matrix (100k x 100k or greater) and its inversion is thus the most compute-intensive part of our pseudo-analytical model.
B. Empirical approach
In the noiseless approach described in previous sub-section, the inversion of matrix C mm in Eq. 6 is not a true inversion, as the null space of C mm may not be empty. The latter is composed of modes (i.e., WFS measurements of a given phase) that cannot be introduced by atmospheric turbulence and have thus a null variance under the Kolmogorov statistics. Examples of such modes are given in [20] . Additionally, because the global tip and tilt of the wavefront cannot be measured with LGS due to the upward and downward propagation of the Laser photons (known as tip-tilt indetermination problem [21] ) the 2 tip-tilt modes from each LGS WFS measurements have to be filtered out which introduce more null eigenvalues. A naive approach is to invert C mm using diagonalization and filter out the weakest eigenvalues.
An alternative approach is to filter out the modes by introducing noise contribution in the covariance matrix. First, WFS data suffer from detection and readout noise that should be taken into account. This noise is uncorrelated between subapertures and is just added on the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix and, in the case of LGS measurements, on subdiagonal elements because of the intrinsic correlation of x and y measurements in this case due to the elongation of the laser spot. This adds a constant term to all eigenvalues and thus partly regularize the inversion. The number of these eigenvalues will increase with the number of degrees of freedom of the system as more complex modes becomes available to the WFS. However, whatever the number of modes, because we add a diagonal to the covariance matrix, they will be filtered out anyway. So this approach is valid for any covariance matrix size, i.e. any system dimensioning (in terms of number of WFS and number of samples in the pupil).
There remain LGS tip-tilt modes that have to be removed because they are present in the turbulence but cannot be measured by the system. We propose to follow an original approach to filter them out during the inversion process. The system cannot measure these modes because of the physical propagation of the Laser photons. This is as if these modes only were measured with a signal to noise ratio of 0, i.e. with very high noise. Tip and tilt are very peculiar modes of the phase. Because they are linear deformations of the phase across the pupil, they produce constant measurements across the pupil. It is thus possible to model an uncorrelated noise component due to tip-tilt measurements by adding a constant value to all x and all y measurements covariances of all LGS WFS. This component will add to the eigenvalues of the original Kolmogorov tip-tilt modes. If the value is high enough, its inverse tends to zero which in turn filters out these modes during the inversion. Figure 1 outlines the various terms added to C mm . The latter is the covariance matrix of all measurements from all WFS. Each WFS probes different regions of the wavefront, integrated over the respective lines of sight, and with a regular sampling. Each WFS produces a set of x and y measurements for each probed region of the pupil. C mm is the covariance matrix of all x and y measurements of all WFS. It is symmetric and positive definite and composed of blocks corresponding to each couple of WFS and sub-blocks for x and y. Thanks to this original approach, the null space of the modified C mm covariance matrix is empty and we can perform direct inversion instead of diagonalization using eigenvalue decomposition.
VI. THE MORSE NUMERICAL LIBRARY
This Section presents the Matrices Over Runtime System at 
A. A Look Back
The linear algebra community witnessed in the last decade a major and rather disruptive change in the development of high performance numerical libraries. The emergence of multicore architectures and hardware accelerators has brought to light the inherent challenges of the standard bulk synchronous parallel (BSP) paradigm, especially moving toward the upcoming exascale era [22] . The traditional software stack, which the scientific community relies on for high performance execution, needs to exploit the underlying architecture with already millions of cores on today's most powerful systems [23] .
Reliance upon BSP has already started to negatively impact the performance of important and widely-used numerical libraries. In particular, the state-of-the-art dense numerical libraries LAPACK [24] and ScaLAPACK [25] face issues achieving close to peak performance on shared-memory architectures for the former [26] and distributed-memory systems for the latter [27] . This is due to the way the algorithms are expressed by means of two successive computational stages: the panel factorization and the update of the trailing submatrix, where a synchronization barrier is required between stages and prevents high performance execution on multicore systems.
The MAGMA [28] library, which accelerates LAPACK on GPUs, has ameliorated the global synchronization without changing the existing numerical algorithms. But in the context of high concurrency hardware moving forward, it is critical to design algorithms, which take even more advantage of the underlying hardware by bringing the parallelism residing inside BLAS to the fore, as depicted in Figure 2 [29] . The PLASMA [30] and FLAME [31] libraries underwent this design by reformulating existing LAPACK algorithms to operate on tiles, as shown in Figure 3 . Algorithms are represented by directed acyclic graphs (DAGs), where nodes correspond to tasks and edges to data dependencies between them. Dynamic runtime systems become paramount to schedule the different computational tasks and to ensure data dependencies are not violated. project is to design dense (and sparse) linear algebra methods that achieve the fastest possible time to an accurate solution on large-scale multicore systems with hardware accelerators, using all the processing power that future high end homogeneous and heterogenous systems can make available. This framework describes matrix algorithms at a high level of abstraction and delegates the task execution order to a dynamic runtime system.
2) Dataflow Programming Model:
The development of a programming model becomes essential to sustain user productivity, especially when dealing with various architectures.
The DAG captures the flow of tasks after the user specifies data directions for each task's parameter: INPUT when the data is only read by the task, OUTPUT when the data is overwritten by the task and INOUT when the data is read and then overwritten, before the task terminates. Dataflow programming models have been around for decades [32] and are inherently parallel. QUARK [33] and SuperMatrix [34] are the dynamic schedulers for PLASMA and FLAME, respectively. They execute tasks in an out-of-order fashion and schedule in priority tasks lying in the critical path of the DAG due to the high number of tasks they unleash, once executed. However, these aforementioned high performance libraries target only homogeneous x86 multicore and their runtime systems do not provide the capability to simultaneously run on GPUs. OmpSs [35] is yet another dynamic runtime system, which uses a compiler technology instead based on pragmas, similar to OpenMP programming model. It provides capabilities for scheduling on GPUs as well as on multicore architectures. However, OmpSs expects the user to specify for each task its target, whether x86 or GPU, to initiate the proper scheduling at runtime.
3) The StarPU Dynamic Runtime System: StarPU [9] proposes a more productive and portable approach to dynamically schedule computational tasks simultaneously on CPU cores and on CUDA devices. Figure 4 shows how StarPU abstracts the complex underlying hardware from the applications. It also automates data management and provides a flexible framework to design scheduling policies. The two main steps required to port an application on StarPU are first to register all data to StarPU, and then to split the computation into tasks that access registered data. StarPU improves user experience through high productivity code development and kernel optimizations rather than dealing with low-level and challenges such as managing data movement. Once a piece of data has been registered, StarPU ensures that it is available for the different tasks that need to access it, either from a CPU or from a GPU. StarPU keeps track of the location of the different data replicates and make sure that they remain coherent: when a task modifies a piece of data, all other replicates are automatically invalidated, similar to the cache coherency protocol.
StarPU provides various scheduling strategies to address a wide scope of applications. One of the strategy relies on performance predictions based on previous executions, which make it possible to accurately distribute the load between the heterogeneous processing units. This strategy also minimizes data transfer overhead by initiating asynchronous data transfers (using CUDA streams) as soon as a task is attributed to a processing unit prior to its actual execution. The total amount of data transfers is also reduced by predicting data transfer time, and therefore avoiding to schedule tasks on processing units that do not have a local copy of the input data.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
A. Computational Stages of the Tomographic Reconstructor
The tomographic reconstructor (TR) is calculated through four computational stages. The covariance matrix is generated from the system and turbulence parameters. It is first processed using the Cholesky factorization (DPOTRF). The resulting triangular factor is then inverted (DTRTRI). The inverted factor is then multiplied in-place by its transpose (DLAUUM). The last stage consists of multiplying the final triangular matrix by a rectangular input matrix generated from the system and turbulence parameters (DSYMM). The core kernels of all stages are based on Level 3 BLAS operations and are therefore compute-bound. The next Sections show the pseudo-codes for the entire TR simulation and assume only the lower part of the matrix is referenced. Algorithms 1-4 present the pseudocodes for each stage using MORSE API function calls and assume that only the lower part is referenced. It is noteworthy for m = n + 1 to NT−1 do 6:
for k = 0 to n−1 do for n = 0 to NT−1 do end for 13: end for to mention that the most called function is the matrix-matrix multiplication.
B. Main MORSE Pseudo-Code
Algorithm 5 represents the main code based on MORSE, which drives the whole TR simulation. The Tile Async interface refers to the function, which asynchronously schedules the different stages using tile algorithms. We employ the dmdas (deque model data aware sorted) scheduling policy from StarPU, that uses performance execution models to schedule tasks where their termination time will be minimal while respecting task priorities set by the user. TRSM  TRSM  TRSM  TRSM  TRSM  2:5   GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  SYRK  GEMM  SYRK  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  SYRK  GEMM  SYRK  SYRK  3 GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  SYMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  SYMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  4:18   GEMM  SYMM  SYMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  SYMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  5:18   GEMM  GEMM  SYMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  SYMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  SYMM  6 TRSM  TRSM  TRSM  TRSM  TRSM   TRSM  TRSM  TRSM  TRSM  TRSM   2:5   GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  HERK  GEMM  GEMM  HERK  GEMM  GEMM  HERK  GEMM  GEMM  HERK  GEMM  HERK   GEMM  GEMM  GEMM  GEMM   TRTRI   3 tells about the length of the critical path, while the width expresses the level of concurrency. Shorter and wider DAGs are desirable to make better use of the underlying hardware resources. For instance, the DLAUUM's DAG 5(b) is the one which has the longest critical path while the DSYMM's DAG 5(d) is the one which exposes more concurrency thanks to its embarrassingly parallel nature. Our proposed algorithm merges the execution of these different stages by pipelining their task execution using the numerical library MORSE and the runtime system StarPU. Figure 6 highlights the overall DAG of the TR simulation with out-of-order task execution and pipelining across multiple stages, which shows shorter time to overall solution.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we show the results on the largest sharedmemory machine with multi-GPUs we could access at the time of this writing. The system is representative of a vast class of servers and workstations commonly used for computationally intensive workloads. They clearly show the industry's transition from chips with a few cores to a few tens of cores.
A. Experimental Setup
All calculations are performed in double precision floatingpoint arithmetic. The experiments were run on a dual-socket Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2650 of eight cores each, running at 2.00 GHz, with a total of 64GB of main memory. The theoretical peak is 256 Gflop/s (or 16 Gflop/s per core). The system is equipped with four NVIDIA Kepler K20c GPUs with ECC on. Each GPU has a peak performance of 1. Figure 7 shows timings in seconds of the TR application on homogeneous multicore as well as heterogenous environment with multi-GPUs. The time increases as the problem size rises. The homogenous implementation on 16 cores is overwhelmed by the compute intensity of the overall simulation and can not keep up with the high level of concurrency. Adding a single GPU drastically reduces the elapsed time. The time to solution decreases even further when adding more GPUs. The obtained scaling on the overall hybrid system is decent. It takes around 77 seconds to simulate the TR for a problem size of 51200. This shows that the scheduler StarPU is able to cope with hardware complexity while maximizing available resources usage. Figure 8 presents the performance in Gflop/s when using only 16 cores and up to the full system with 4 GPUs. The 16 cores curve hits close to the theoretical peak of the x86 system. Figure 9 highlights three upper-bound curves to assess the hardware usage, from loosely to tightened: 1) The total theoretical peak CPUs and GPUs combined.
B. Performance in Time
C. Performance in Flop/s
2) The sustained performance of the matrix-matrix multiplication (DGEMM) on a single GPU multiplied by Our TR simulation is therefore running around 85% of efficiency. There is still room for improvement to get closer to the sustained peak by further optimizing StarPU scheduler through advanced features (e.g., manual data dependency settings), which may eventually hurt user productivity. Figure 10 represents the trace of a TR simulation on the full system. All computational resources (CPU or GPU) are most of the time in a busy state. There are some scattered overhead and idle time, which are mitigated by the compute intensiveness of the application. Figure 12 gives the speedup of the Cholesky-based TR (Chol-TR) against the eigensolver-based TR [7] (Eig-TR). Chol-TR scores up to 13-fold speedup against Eig-TR for large problem sizes. There are mainly three reasons, which explain this performance improvement. In terms of arithmetic complexity, Chol-TR is doing more than five time less floatingpoint operations. The remaining 2.5 factor comes from a very efficient implementation thanks to tile algorithms associated with a dynamic runtime system StarPU, which is capable of pipelining tasks from various computational stages (see Figure 6 ) and hiding communication overhead. Eig-TR uses block algorithms and cannot maximize available computational resources. It relies on a static data management, which prevents it to scale to large problem sizes due to the GPU memory size limitations. 
D. Performance Traces
E. Performance Comparisons
IX. RESULT INTERPRETATIONS
This new efficient approach, based on Cholesky factorization, to compute both the TR and as a by-product, the tomographic error for given observational conditions, provides the level of accuracy required not only to simulate the performance of the system in the context of design trade-off studies but also to operate the future system as the TR is the central component of the real-time controller. This is demonstrated in figure 13 where we compare the end product of our pseudo-analytical model: the Point Spread Function (PSF, i.e. the impulse response of the MOAO system) for one science channel obtained using the two approaches: Eig-TR and Chol-TR after regularization of the C mm covariance matrix. The scale of the PSF image is a direct measure of image quality at the output of the system, i.e. of the level of performance. This figure shows that the obtained image models using the two approaches are almost identical in terms of shape of the PSF and level of performance. The accuracy of the latter is one to two orders of magnitude larger than what is typically required for instrument design studies. On the left panel, we show the effect of the introducing of the two noise components on the eigenvalues of the C mm covariance matrix. In the top left panel, we see the drop at the end of the eigenvalues distribution corresponding to non-atmospheric modes and the filtered LGS tip-tilt modes. In the bottom left panel, the eigenvalues are shown after noise introduction: the weakest eigenvalues tend asymptotically to a given noise level and tip-tilt modes are no longer filtered but artificially amplified (largest eigenvalues) allowing direct inversion through Cholesky factorization.
While the demonstration of the validity of this novel approach has been performed for a rather small scale system (10k degrees of freedom), the new pipelined computation of the TR will allow us to make a leap forward in our ability to simulate extreme scale systems such as MOSAIC. As stated in section V there is no doubt that the required accuracy will be reached at larger scale as: (1) while the number of nonatmospheric modes will increase they will still be filtered out by the diagonal noise term and (2) the number of LGS tip-tilt modes will not increase as there are only 2 such modes per
LGS WFS.
X. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper discusses a novel implementation for simulating the tomographic reconstructor (TR) for MOAO on multicore system with multi-GPUs. Based on the Cholesky matrix inversion, it combines tile algorithms from MORSE and relies on the StarPU dynamic scheduler to efficiently schedule and pipeline successive computational stages. This new implementation outperforms asymptotically previous state-of-the-art TR implementations up to 13-fold speedup and runs at an unprecedented scale. Our TR implementation relies heavily on vendor BLAS for high performance. Porting this overall framework to alternative co-processor such as Xeon Phi is an important research topic to be considered in future work, as it is not clear today what the architecture landscape will look like in a decade or so. Although the effort to do it may be substantial from a runtime system perspective, it should be straightforward from an algorithmic point of view since most of tasks correspond to direct calls to BLAS. Therefore, running on NVIDIA GPU or Intel Xeon Phi or AMD FirePro is a matter of linking against the proper numerical BLAS vendor library i.e., cuBLAS / MKL / ACML, respectively. Moving forward, we would like to look at hybrid distributed-memory system, where the fine-grained parallelism generated by the tile algorithm, can further help mitigating the overhead of highlatency low-bandwidth internode communication network.
In particular, simulating multiple concurrent TR (128, 000 degrees of freedom each) is also of high interest for the computational astronomy community. Indeed, the TR is the core component of the instrument real-time controller. Because its computation depends on the current atmospheric conditions, it has to be updated regularly (every few minutes) during system operation to follow the variations of the atmospheric conditions. Scaling up this approach to large distributed systems would allow the simulation of several hours of observations with the MOAO instrument in a single shot providing the most realistic snapshot ever made of the observations of distant galaxies with the E-ELT in quasireal-time. This represents a great leap forward in upscaling AO simulations, and thus instrument design, when compared to the performance achieved by other authors, with studies based on Monte Carlo simulations requiring large amounts of computational time to simulate few seconds of observations. Moreover, the achieved performance for the computation of the TR are almost compatible with the rate of operation of the final instrument which provides today a solution to one of the major concern for the design of MOAO instruments for the E-ELT.
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